Importance of Using The 24Hour Clock And How To Convert
Military Time To Standard
Time
If you have been tired of the confusion that surrounds the 12hour clock format, you are reading the right article at the
right time. We are going to let you know more about the
importance of using the 24-hour clock and how to convert
military time to standard time. So read on to find out even
more about this useful yet interesting topic.

Simpler Life
If you use a 24-hour clock format, you will be able to live a
simpler life. This will allow you to avoid a lot of headaches
in the future related to time. Your smartphone can be also a
source of confusion when it comes to telling the time, but you
should also take a close look at your alarm clock. You will be
able to deal with different time zones quickly and easily if
you use the famous 24-hour clock format. Stopping the madness
that many times surrounds a 12-hour clock format is possible
when you use the 24-hour clock format.

Europe and Army Time Converter
In Europe, the 24-hour clock format is the normal way of
telling the time, but America uses a 12-hour clock format.
Telling the time in the military format is quite simple. For
instance, if you see something like 1500, you can say that it
is 3:00 p.m. right away. This is simple arithmetic, which is
truly useful in everyday life. In a 24-hour clock, the pm
hours will have a sub-number or something like that. You need
to bear this fact in mind so you can avoid tons of confusion
over time.

Time Value
You need to deal with time values and not numbers in the 24hour clock format. For instance, the number 1600 is not 1,600,
as the former is just time value. Remember that you just need
to add 12 to any pm hour out there. For instance, 4 pm will be

12+ 4 = 1600 hours. Easy, isn’t it? A little subtraction will
allow you to convert from military time to civilian time. If
1500 is the time, 15 – 12 = 3 pm. With the 24-hour click
format, you don’t have to use any kind of pm/am designation at
all, which is pretty useful.

More
The 24-hour format is superior to the 12-hour one. For
instance, if you tell me that an important party will happen
in ten hours, I will just add 10 to my 24-hour clock. If my
current time is 8:00 a.m., I will have 1800. This is
simplicity at its peak, and you will love it. Remember that
the military time does not use the colon that is currently
used in the 12-hour clock format out there. You need to
remember that important +/- 12-hour conversion. This will make
your life easier than just memorizing the conversion from time
to time.
As you can see, the 24-hour clock for is quite simple. Though
you might not find the 24-hour clock format better than the
12-hour clock format, the former is quite simple and
efficient. This will allow the 24-hour clock format to survive
over time, and the military will be reaping the benefits of
this system more and more in the future. So what are you
waiting for? Try the 24-hour clock format right now and start
out a journey to a simpler life.

